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£-modular Deligne representations of the Weil group, local 

Langlands correspondence and local constants 

Nadir Matringe 

Laboratoire de Mathematiques et Applications, Universite de Poitiers 

Abstract 

This is an expositary note on our papers [6] and [7] joint with R. Kurinczuk, on which I gave a 
talk at the RJMS conference "Automorphic forms, automorphic representations and related 
topics" in January 2019. Let F be a non-archimedean local field of residual characteristic p 
and W F its Weil group. For£a prime number different from p, we classify equivalence classes 
of W rsemi-simple Deligne£-modular representations in terms of isomorphism classes of 
irreducible£-modular representations of W F-After extending to the£-modular setting the 
constructions of local constants by Jacquet, Piatetski-Shapiro and Shalika on the reductive 
group side, and by Artin and Deligne on the Weil group side, we define a v紅 iantof the£-
modular local Langlands correspondence of Vigneras which satisfies a preservation of local 
constants property for pai1、sof generic representations. 

1 Introduction 

Let F be a 11011-archimedean local field of residual cardinality q and£a prime number which 

does not divide q. We consider smooth representations of locally profinite gr竺ps,and call them 
P.-adic when they act on Qe-vector spaces, and£-modular when they act on IF£-vector spaces. 

We denote by W F the Weil group of F. The local Langlands correspondence LLC ([21, [41) 
for GLn(F) is a bijection between the set of isomorphism classes of P.-adic irreducible represen-
tat.ions of GLn(F) ai1cl the set of isomorphism classes of P.-::i.rlir. n-rlimension::i.l W p-semi-simple 
Deligne representations, ch紅 acterizedby the fact that the Rankin-Selberg local constants of a 
pair of irreducible P.-adic representations of GLn(F) and GLm(F) and the Artin-Deligne local 
constants of the corresponding tensor product of Deligne representations of W F are equal. 

After having developed the theory of£-modular representations of reductive p-adic groups (see 
[111), Vigneras proved the P.-modul紅 localLanglands correspondence in [121 and character-
ized it by compatibility with LLC via congruences modulo£in a non naive manner. The 
V-correspondence as we shall call it is a bijection between the set of isomorphism classes of£-
modular irreducible representations of GLn(F)皿 dthe set of isomorphism classes ofP.-modnl紅 n-
dimensional W p-semi-simple Deligne representations with nilpotent Deligne operator. 

In [6], we extend the theory of Rankin-Selberg local constants of Jacquet, Piatetski-Shapiro and 
Shalika {[51) to pairs£-modular generic representations, but the local constants defined there do 
not match the Artin-Deligne constants via the V-correspondence. This non matching issue also 
occurs when one considers the£-modular Godement-Jacquet local constants defined by Minguez 
in [8]. 

In [71, we classify the equivalence classes of£-modular indecomposable W p-semi-simple Deligne 
representations in terms of isomorphism classes of irreducible representations of W F-We then 
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extend the definitions of Artin-Deligne factors to this setting, and define a modified version of 
the£-modular local Langlands correspondence of Vigneras which we call the C-correspondence, 
which makes the Rankin-Selberg factors of pairs of generic representations on one side match 
the Artin-Deligne factors of the corresponding representations on the other. 

In what follows, we describe the main results of [6] and [7]. We end the paper by some explicit 
computations of C-p狙・ametersfor GL2(F) and show that under our modified correspondence, 
the Godement-Jacquet local constants and the Artin-Deligne standard constants of their C-
parameter coincide for GL2(F). 

Acknowledgements. I thank the organizers of the conference Prof. Satoshi Wakatsuki and 
Prof. Shunsuke Yamana, and I also tha.nk Prof. Taku Ishii for giving me the opportunity to 
give a talk at the RIMS. This note h邸 benefitedfrom useful comments of R. Kurinczuk and I 
th皿 khim too 

2 Rankin-Selberg£-modular local constants 

2.1 Definition and basic properties 

We refer the reader to [6] for this section, which is the adaptation of [5] to the£-modular setting 
We denote by R one of the fields町or百，andconsider a nontrivial (smooth) R-valued additive 
char・acter心ofF. Once and for all we fix a squ紅 eroot q112 of q in R which we use to normalize 
parabolic induction, but require that its choice in Qc and巧iscompatible with reduction modulo 
£. We denote by val the Z-valued valuation on F. Let 7r be an R-representation of Whittaker 
type of GLn(F) (see (6, Proposition 2.171). We denote by 7f the representation g→ 7r(tg―1) of 
GLn(F), whicl1 is again of Whittaker type and isomorphic to the (smooth) contragredient 7rv of 
7r when 7r is irreducible. Setting Wn for the usual long Weyl element of GLn(F), for WE  W(7r, ゅ
we set W: g→ W(叫 tg―1)so that the map W → W is a vector-space isomorphism between 
W(元ゆ） and W(元ゆ―1).We denote by N五(F)the subgroup of upper triangular matrices with 
ones on the diagonal in GLn(F) and by'fin t.he element (0, ... , 0, 1) E Fり Fork E Z, setting 

GLn(F)(k) = {g E GLn(F), val(det(g)) = k}, 

a Whittaker function W E W(7r, 心） has compact support modulo Nn(F) when restricted to 
GLn(F)(k)_ For 7r and 71"1 representations of GLn(F) and GLm(F) respectively, W E  W(7r, ゆ）
and W'E W(7r1, 戸） and <I> EC戸(FりaSchwartz-Bruhat function, we set 

保 (W,W') = J W(diag(g,ln-m))W'(g)dg 
Nm(F)¥ GLm(F)(k) 

ifm<  n叫

叫W,W', <I>)= J W(g)W'(g)¢(1Jng)dg 
Nn(F)¥ GLn(F)(k) 

if m = n. These coefficient.s vanish for kくく 0anrl we define t.he Rankin-Selbe1:q integral 

I(X, w, W') = L叫W,W')l(n-m)/2炉

kEZ 

when m < n and 
I(X, w, W', cf>)= L保 (W,W嘱）Xk 

kEZ 
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when n = m. These Laurent series turn out to be elements of R(X), 皿 dinfact sp皿 R[X呵
fractional ideals of R(X) when W 皿 dW'V紅 y(and <I>邸 wellin the n = m case), generated 
by a unique Euler factor. We denote by 

L(X, 1r, 1r') 

this Euler factor and call it the L-factor attached to the pair (1r,1r'), and declare it to be 
symmetric in 1r and 1r'as a convention, thus defining such a factor when n < m 邸 well.The 
R皿 kin-Selbergintegrals satisfy functional equations (see f6, Section 3.21) involving L(X, 1r, 1r') 
皿da unit of R[X士1]called the epsilon factor of the pair (1rぶ） 皿ddenoted by 

c(X, 1r, 1r', ゆ）．

The l邸 tfactor in R(X) of interest for us is the _qamma factor defined邸

,(X, 1r, 1r', 心） = c(X, 1r, 1r', ゅ）
L(q―ix-1, テ，句

L(X,1r土）・

Let re : 冗→町bethe re<lnction modulo£map. Let屈bea nontrivial£-modular character of 
F and denote byゆan£-adiccharacter of F such that r心）＝万.We show in f7, Theorem 3.131 
that if 7f and r? ar・e応 ・epresentationsof Whittaker type of GLn(F), and if 1r and 1r'ar・e£-adic 
Whittaker lifts (see [7, Definition 2.21 I) of 7f and百respectively,then 

,(X,'rr, 百，屈）＝乃(,(X,7r, 1r', 心））

and 
L(X, 元r?)¥乃(L(X,1r, 1r')). 

otP. that thP. clivision of£-factors above can be strict, for example when q三 1[£],the£-fad.or 
on the left is always equal to 1. When the representations are generic we obtain much mor 
precise results concerning the reduction modulo£of£-factors of pairs 

2.2 Local constants of generic representations and reduction modulo£ 

We denote by v the ch紅 acterfrom GLn(F) to Rx, which is the normailzed absolute value of F 
composed with the determinant. If pis a cuspidal representation of GLn(F) with coefficients in 
R, we denote its cuspidal line by 

Zp = {炉p,k E Z}. 

In [9], the authors introduce the notion of banal representation of GLn(F): an irrerlucihle 
representation is banal if its cuspidal support contains no cuspidal line (this is always the case 
when R = Qc, i.e. all irreducible£-adic representations of GLn(F) are banal). Now in [6, Section 
2.6], we show that a generic representation 1r of GLn(F) can be written uniquely as a product 
7rb X 町nb(in the sense of normalized parnbolic induction), where 1rb is a banal representation of 
GLm(F) with mas large as possible for this property (and'lrtnb consequently non banal, in fact 
we say totally non banal). One of the main results of [6] (Theorem 4.19) asserts the following 

Theorem 2.1. Let 1r and 1r'be two generic R-representations of GLn(F) and GLm(F) respec-
tively, then L(X, 1r, 1r') = L(X, 加吋）．

As we already saw that "(-factors of pairs are compatible with reduction modulo£, one has a full 
understanding of reduction modulo C of local factors thanks to the next statement, which is f 6. 
4.18]. 
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Theorem 2.2. Let 7f皿 dJr'be two banal generic巧representationsof GLn(F) and GLm(F) 
respectively, and 1r皿 d1r1 be generic£-adic lifts of 7f and Jr'respectively, then 

叫L(X,1r, 1r1)) = L(X亙，Jr').

From these two statements, we obtain the inductivity relation of local constants of£-modular 
generic representations, as well as an explicit expression of the cuspidal£-factors of pairs in terms 
of type theory. We also show that the£-modula1・ £-factors of pairs of generic representations are 
the gcd of the reduction modulo£of the£-factors of their lifts in a certain sense (f6, Theorem 
4.22]). 

3 Deligne representations of the Weil group 

3.1 Definition and first properties 

Let v: Wp→ か bethe unique character trivial on the inertia subgroup of W F and sending a 
geometric Frobenius element to q―1. It is alright to use this notation for v as it corresponds to 
the normalized absolute value of px via local class field theory. 

Definition 3.1. A Deligne R-representation of W Fis a pair (<P, U) where iP is a finite dimen-
sional R-representation of W F, and U E Homw氾屯iP).Moreover, we say that (屯 U)is a 
W p-semi-simple Deli_qne R-representation if iP is semi-simple as a representation of W p. 

We say that two Deligne representations (of W砂 （屯U)and (<I>', U') are isomorphic if there is 
a W F-isomorphism A from Vil> to V~ such that Ao U = U'o A. When (屯U)is a Deligne repre-
sentation, we typically write U = N + S for its Jordan decomposition. It is immediate to check 
that (屯N)and (屯S)are also Deligne representations. We say that (屯U)is nilpotent when 
U = N, which is always the case when R =◎ • The basic operations on Deligne representations 
are the following. 

Definition 3.2. Let (屯U),(<I>', U') be Deligne R-representations and let U = S + N. 

(1) The direct .mm of (屯U)and (叫U')is defined by 

（屯U)① (<I>', U') = (知 <I>',U④ U'). 

(2) The dual of (屯U)is defined by 

（屯 U)V = (<I> V'3V - Nり．

(3) The tensor product of of (<I>, U)皿 d(<I>', U') is defined by 

(<I>, U)R(<I>', U') =(<I>R<I>', URId① IdRU'). 

The first two operations preserve W F-semi-simplicity, but the third one does not in general (see 
[7, Example 3.11]) though it does when ii? or cl?'is a direct sum of characters, or when R = Qc. 
As we are really interested in W F-semi-simple Deligne representations, we shall define in the 
next section a "semi-simple" tensor product of W F-semi-simple Deligne representations. First 
we introduce a useful set of notations 
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Notation 3.3. • Rep88(D, R) the set of isomorphism classes of W p-semi-simple Deligne R-
representations. 

• Indec88(D, R) the isomorphism classes of indecomposable Deligne representations in Rep88(D, R). 

• Irrss (D, R) the isomorphism classes of irreducible Deligne R-representations in Repss (D, R). 

• Nilp88(D, R) the isomorphism classes of Deligne representations (屯U)E Rep55(D, R) 
with U = N. In particular Rep55(D, 〇） = Nilp88(D, Qc). 

The following relaxation of the ismomorphism relation on Rep88(D, R) turns ont to he at the 
same time fundamental and natural when studying£-modular W p-semi-simple Deligne repre-
sentations 

Definition 3.4. The definition is in two steps: 

(1) Deligne R-representations (屯 U),(<I>', U') E Indec88 (D, R) are equivalent, denoted 

（屯U)~ (<I>', U'), 

if there exists入ERx sucl1 that 

(<I>',U') = (<I>,>.U). 

(2) In the general case, (屯U),(<P', U') E Rep88(D, R) are equivalent, still denoted 

(<P, U) ~ (叫U'),

if one can decompose (虻U')=〶：~1(屯ぷ） 狐d(<P, U) =〶：~1(屯ぶ） sucli that (也，U;)~ 
（也，に） in lndec88(D, R). 

Definition 3.4 defines an equivalence relation because the decomposition of a W F-semi-simple 
Deligne R-representation into indecomposable Deligne R-representations is unique (see [7, Re-
mark 4.9]). In fact it coincides with the isomorphism relation on Nilp88(D, R) by [7, Proposition 
4.111. The sets Rep88(D, R), Irr88(D, R), lndec88(D, R), and Nilp88(D, R) a.re unions of ~-cla.<ises 

Notation 3.5. • For (屯U)E Rep88(D, R), we let [屯U]denote its equivalence class. 

• [Rep88(D, R)] = Rep88(D, R)/ ~. 

• [Irrss(D, R)] = Irrss(D, R)/ ~-

• [Indecss(D, R)] = Indecss(D, R)/ ~. 

• [Nilp88(D, R)] = Nilp88(D, R)/ ~= Nilp88(D, R). 

As already said when R =◎ one ha.<; [Rep88 (D届）] = Nilp88(D, 〇） • Note that the operations 
〶 and (屯 U)→(<T>, U)v on Rep8s(D, R) descend to [Rep88(D, R)] wherea.<1Rdoes not when 

R=町(see[7, Example 4.131). We shall also take c紅 eof this problem in the next section. We 
however already notice that [屯U]R[<T>',U] is well defined in [Rep88(D, 町）] a.<; soon a.<1 <T> is a 
direct sum of characters and U = N (see [7, Lemma 4.14]). 
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3.2 Classification 

In this section we describe the set [Rep88(D, R)], note that when R =巧 theresult we discuss 
here have been known for a long time. The problem is in fact immediately reduced to the 
description of [Indecss(D, R)], we first deal with [Irrss(D, R)]. Let's give a typical example of 
an element in Irrss(D, R). We stai・t with ¥{I E Irr(W F, R) the set of isomorphism classes of 
irreducible W F representations. We denote by 

o(w) 

the cardinality of the "irreducible line" 

勾={v渾，kE Z}, 

which is equal to +oo when R = Qp and divides£-1 (in fact it divides the order of q in (Z/ CZ)勺
when R = lFe. 

Example 3.6. Take w E lrr(W F, R) 

• Then w := (w, 0) E lrrss(D, Qp) n Nilp88(D, Qp) and [叫 =W.

• If R= 巧 let I be an isomorphism from v0(w) to w. Define a Deligne巧representation

C(w,I) = (<I>(w),Cr) 

o(¥l!)-1 

<I>(w) =④ バ
k=O 

C心O,• • •, Xo(¥l!)-I) = (I(x。位）ー1),xo,... ,x。(¥I!)ー2)-

Then C(w, I) E lrrss(D, 巧） and one checks ([7, Lemmas 4.20 to 4.23]) that its isomorphism 
class only depends on Zw, and its equivalence class is independent of I, so we set 

C(勾）：=[C(屯I)]E [Irrss(D, 町）］．

In fact we prove in [7, Section 4.21 that there are no other type of irreducible Deligne represen-
tations 

Theorem 3. 7. Ta.ke <I> E lrrss(D, R). If R = Qp there is a unique W E Irr(W F, R) suc.h that 

<I>= w, whereas if R =巧thereis either a unique w E Irr(W F, R) such that <I> = w, or a unique 
irreducible line Zw such that [<I>] = C(恥） (both cases being disjoint even when勾={w}). 

ow we give a famous example of an element in Indecss(D, R) n Nilp •• (D, R). 

Example 3.8. For r)!: 1 

[O, r -1] = (<P(r), N(r)) 

r-1 

的(r)=①v尺
k=O 

N(r)(xo, ... , Xr-l) = (0, xo, ... , Xr-2), 

Note that because [O, r -1] is a direct sum of ch紅 acters邸 aW p-representation and N(r) is 
nilpotent, the class [O, r-1]R ゆ，U]is well defined in [Rep8s(D, R)] for any (<I>, U) in Rep88(D, R) 
The cla.<;sification theorem of [Indec88(D, R)] (「7,Section 4.31) is now easy to state. 
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Theorem 3.9. Letゆ，U]belong to [Indecss(D, R)], then there is a uniquer), 1 and a umque 
0 in [Irrss(D, R)] such that [<I>, U] = [O, r -1] 0 0. 

With this theorem at hand one can define an operationRss on Rep88(D巧） and its descent still 
denotedRss to [Rep88(D亙）], we refer the reader to [7, Section 4.4]. 

3.3 Local factors of Deligne representations 

Again we fix a nontrivial R-character心ofF. We first define the Artin L-factor. For V an 
R-representation of W F, we denote by砂 thespace of vectors in V fixed by the elements of 
the inertia subgroup Ip of W F-We denote by Frob a胆eometricFt・obenius element in W『

Definition 3.10. Let (屯U)E Rep88(D, R), we set 

L(X, (屯U))= det((Id-X叩(Frob))1Ker(U)1F)―1. 

ote that when R =町，theDeligne operator U can be bijective and in this case L(X, (屯U))= 
1. It is also easy to see that this definition only depends on [屯U].Deligne defined in [1] the 
E-factors of representations in Irr(W F, R) (and more generally of semi-simple R-representations 
of W F). Hence with the definition of L-factors above, the usual formula allows one to define 
,-factors for Irr(W F, R). We can now define the following more general ,-factors. 

Definition 3.11. Take (屯U)in Rep88(D, R), and write <I> =剌① ・・・① 叱 adecomposition of 
<I> into elements of Irr(W F, R), then by definition 

r 

'Y(X, (屯U),心)= IT'Y(X, 叱，心）．
i=l 

Again this factor depends only on [<P, U]. Finally one sets 

L(X,[屯U])
E(X, ゆ，U],心） = ,(X, [屯U],ゆ）一、 ・--. ., ___ ,.,.、・

It is not immediate from the definition, but one checks that this epsilon factor is indeed a unit 
of R[X土1](see [7, Proposition 5.61). Of course all the definitions above agree with the usual 
ones when R = Qc. 

4 An£-modular correspondence which preserves local constants 

We begin with some notations. 

otation 4.1. • Irr(GLn (F), R) the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible R-representations 
of GLn(F). 

• Irr(G, R) = LI心 0lrr(GLn(F), R). 

• Irrgen(GLn(F), R): the set of isomorphism classes of generic representations in Irr(GLn(F), R). 

• Irr gen(G, R) = Li吟 0lrrgen(GLn(F), R) 
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4.1 The£-modular correspondence of Vigneras 

We say that an£-adic irreducible representation of GLn(F) is integral if it contains a可lattice

.C which is GLn(F)-stable. We denote by 呼—index e the唖setof integral representations in 
the classes above (for instance Irre(GLn(F), Qg), Irrgen,e(G, Qe)). For 1r as above, the£-modular 

representation .C@町巧hasfinite length, and Vigneras shows in her work that it contains a unique 

subquotientみ(1r)with degenerate Whittaker model of the s皿 etype as that of 1r. Moreover 

she shows that the map 

Je: 7r→ J心）
is a surjection from Irre(G, <Qe) to Irr(G, 恥）．

We say that a semi-simple£-adic representation of W F is integral if it contains a W F-Rtable 

lattice. For <I> E Irre(W心 ） (the subset of integral representation in Irr(W瓦◎））and M a 

W F-stable lattice in the space of屯 wedenote by叫<I>)the semi-simplification of the finite 

length representation M 0勾 lFg,which is a W F-module independent of the choice of M If 

（屯N)belongs to Rep88(D如 =Nilp88(D, Qg), we write it 

（屯N)= L [O,ik-1]0虹
kEK,i;:,1 

for K a finit,e Ret ancl l]ik E Irr(WF), and we say that (屯N)is integral if all屯kare. We again 

put an ind竺 eto denot臼hesubset of integral representations in a given class (for instance 

Repss,e(D, <Qe), lrrss,e(D, Qり）• We then set 

憂，N)= L [O, ik -1] 0叫％）．
kEK,i;:,1 

The reduction modulo£map from Nilpss,e(D, ◎） to Nilp88(D厨） is surjective ([12]). 

We denote by LLC (local Langlands correspondence) the well-known bijection from Rep88(D, ◎） 
to Irr(G, ◎） established in [21 and [4]. We recall that denoting by W(1r, ゆ） the Whittaker model 

of the st皿 dardmodule lying over 1r E Irr(G厄） for心anon-trivial£-aclic character of F, at1d 

setting L(X,1r,1r') = L(X, W(1r, 心），W(バ）），礼(X,Jr, 1r', ゆ）＝礼(X,W(1r, ゆ），W(1r',心），ゆ） and 
E(X, Jr, 1r', ゆ） = E(X, W(1r, い)，W(1r',心），心），thebijection LLC satisfies and is char邸 terized([31) 
by the properties, for (屯N)at1d (<I>', N') in Rep88(D届）

L(X,(屯N)0 (<I>',N')) = L(X,LLC(屯N),LLC(<I>', N')) 

and 

E(X, (屯N)0 (<I>', N'), ゆ） = E(X,LLC(屯N),LLC(<I>',N'), 心）

(which in particular imply the same equality for "(-factors). 

We denote by 1r→ 咋 theAubert-Zelevinsky involution on Irr(G, R) (see [12] for the subtleties of 
the c邸 eR=巧）• In f12l, Vigneras shows that LLC restricts to a bijection from Repss,e(D, ◎） to 

lrre(G届），叫 provesthe existence of a bijection V : Irr(G厨）→ NilPss(D厨） chat・acterizecl 
by the relation for all <I> N ( , )  E Rep88,e(D, 〇）・

叫（屯N))= V(Je(LLC(屯 N)~)~).

This bijection commutes with taking duals, twisting by characters and takes central ch紅 acter
to determinant, however it does not satisfy the preservation of local constants as LLc-1 does 

(see [7, Example 6.181). 
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4.2 A modified correspondence which preserves local constants 

In [7, Section 6], thanks to our classification of [Repss,e(D, 町）] , we define an injection 

CV: Nilpss(D, 巧）→ [Repss,e(D, 巧）］．

It is by definition compatible with direct sums, hence it is sufficient to describe it on elements of 

NilPss(D巧） supported on irreducible lines. So take ¥fl E Irr(W F馬） 叫 （屯N)E Nilp88(D図）
supported on Zw: 

o(¥l!)-1 

⑲, N) =〶〶 a;,k[O, i -1]R バ．
i?O k=O 

We say that (<I>, N) is acyclic if for each fixed i, there is O :(k :(o(w) -1 such that a;,k = 0. 

We say that (<I>, N) is cyclic if for each fixed i, the coefficient a;,k is independent of k 

For (屯N)as above, we set 

Then 

with 

Then by definition 

and 

bi= mink佑，k,andい=ai,k -bi, 

(<T>, N) = (<T>, N)acyc① (<T>, N)cyc, 

o(W)ー 1

(<I>, N)acyc =①① Ci,k[O, i -1]Rv憧
i;.1 k=O 

o(W)ー 1

(<I>, N)cyc =④ bj[O,j-1]R ④ vk¥[f_ 
J)l k=O 

CV((屯N)cyc)= E9b』O,j-l]RC(乙） E [Rep88(D, 町）］，
j?l 

CV(屯N)= (屯N)acyc① CV((<I>,N)cyc) E [Repss(D巧）］．

We then obtain an injection 

C := CV o V : Irr(G国）→ [Rep88(D, 町）］．

The main result of [7] is [7, Theorem 6.15]. It is a consequence of the results of Section 2.2 
together with an explicit computation of both sides in the banal cuspidal case 

- -x  
Theorem 4.2. For 1r, 1r'E lrrgen(G,lFt) andゆ： F→ lFt a non trivial character, we have 

L(X, C(1r)釦 C(1r'))= L(X, 1rぷ），

'Y(X, C(1r)釦 C(1r'),心）＝礼(X,戸＇，心），

E(X, C(1r) 0ss C(1r'), 心） = E(X, 7f, 1r', ゆ）．
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4.3 The case of Godement-Jacquet L-factors 

In [8] which is the first detailed study of local factors modulo£, Minguez defines and studies 
the Godement-Jacquet local constants of elements in Irr(G, R) (the paper is more generally 
concerned with inner forms of GLn(F)). In p紅 ticularhe obtains (18, Corollaire 4.21) that 
the Godement-Jac兜et7-factors紅 ecompatible with reduction modulo£where孔sL-factors of 
elements in Irr(G, lFe) divide those of their lifts in Irr(G, ~). He also proves the inductivity 
relation of L-factors, but only in the banal case ([8, Theoreme 5.71). 

One can extract from [81, and especially [8, Section 61, the computation of all local constants 
of GL2(F). We end this survey with a final exercise which is mentioned but not done at the 
end of [71, and which is to check that the C-correspondence above preserves standard local 
constants for all irreducible representations of GL2(F). First we recall the classification of£-
modular irreducible representations of GL2(F) due to Vigneras {[10]), and we give for each case 
the corresponding C-p俎・ameter.We refer to [7, Section 6] for the notations that we will use 
hereunder 

The£-modular irreducible representations of GL2(F)紅 e・

1) The supercuspidal representations. 

2) The cuspidal non-supercuspidal representations (this happens only if q三ーl[C]),in which 
case they are of the form St1 (Zx) for x a chai・acter of Fx if C = 2 (in which case Zx = {x}) 
or of the form St2 (広） for x a r.hai・acter of Fx if C cJ 2 (in which case Zx = {x, vx}). 

3) Irreducible pnnc1pal senes x1 xゅ with -1 
X1X2 cJv 

士1

4) The non cuspidal Steinberg representations St(2, x) for x a chai・acter of Fx (this happens 
only if q羊ーl[C])

5) v112x o det for x a ch紅 acterof Fx. 

Now in each case we give the corresponding C-paraineter, they are all computed in [7, Exainple 
6.12] except in the last case 

1) If 1r is banal supercuspidal, then C(1r) = w for a unique w E Irr(W F, 町)c::c lrrss(D, 町） n 
Nilp(D釘），whereasif it is non-banal supercuspidal, then C(1r) = C(恥） where勾={w} 
for a unique w E Irr(W F, 町） • In both cases W h邸 dimension2. 

2) Here q = -1[£]. When e = 2 then C(St1広）） =C広） EB C(Zx) where Zx = {x}, whereas 
when£i= 2 then C(St2(恥）） = C(Zx) where Zx = {x, vx}. 

3) C(x1 x x2) = x1 〶 X2 with Xi E lrr(W F, 町)c::c lrr88(D, 巧） n Nilp(D, 町）．

4) Here q羊ーl[e].C(St(2, x)) = [O, 1]Rx if q手1[£],and C(St(2, x)) = [O, 1]RC(Zx) where 
Zx = {x} if q三 1[£]

5) C(炉l2xo det) = X① vx if q羊士1[£],C(叫l2xo det) = [O, 1]Rv―IX if q三ーl[e]and£i= 2, 
and C(v112x o <let) = [O, 1]RC(Zx) where Zx = {x} if q三 l[e].

Because ,-factors are compatible with reduction modulo£ 皿 donly see the supercuspidal support 
of a representation, it follows from the properties of the LLC and the definition of C that the 
,-factors紅 epreserved by the C-correspondence. Hence it is sufficient to compare L-fact.ors on 
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both sides of the correspondence. One checks from the definitions on the Galois side, and the 
computations in (8]: 

1) If 1r is supercuspidal, then L(X, C(1r)) = L(X, 1r) = 1. 

2) If 1r is cuspidal, then L(X, C(1r)) = L(X, 1r) = 1 again. 

3) L(X, C(x1 X x2)) = L(X, Xl X x2) = L(X, x1)L(X, x2), where L(X, ふ） = 1 if Xi is ramified 
or q三 1[£]and L(X心） = (1 -Xi(口）x)-1 otherwise (where ro is a uniformizer of F). 

4) Here q季ー1[£].L(X, C(St(2, x))) = L(X, St(2, x)), and it is equal to 1 if q三 1[£]or if xis 
ramified, and to (1 -x(w)q―1X) if q羊1[£]otherwise. 

5) L(X,C(炉l2xo det)) = L(X, v112x o det). It is equal to 1 if x is ramified or if q三 1[£].
Otherwise it is equal to (1 -x(元）x)-1 if q三ー1[£]and£-/ 2, and to (1-q―ix(w)x)-1(1-
x(ro)x)-1 if q羊土1[£].

We expect this preservation property to hold for all irreducible representations of GLn(F) for 
all n. 
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